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 Have you read the CAA’s ‘’SKYWAY CODE’’ yet? 
 
Download from the CAA Website—Publications. 



Skyway Code 
The Skyway code is intended to provide General Aviation pilots involved in non-
commercial and flight training operations with practical guidance on the operational, 
safety and regulatory issues relevant to their flying.  Read it and see how much you 
have forgotten—or never knew!! 



 For the third year running, the ‘Millibar’ 
has made it into the Good Beer guide  - 
Well done Landlord!! 
 
I reckon its drinks all round Peter! 

 
 
Welcome to another edition of the ‘Flypaper’. 
 
A right mixed bag of news, gossip and Trivia this edition as there has been a distinct 
lack of ‘Copy’ (that’s what us Editors call it!) submitted lately. I know its been Sum-
mer and you have all been disporting your bodies in the sun but now its getting an 
Autumnal feel, please put pen to paper and lets have some articles! 
 
The Fun day on the 2nd of July proved to be very popular, as did the flyout to Old 
Warden (unfortunately Pilot Paul’s photo was too small to show all the Andrewsfield 
aeroplanes) 
Lets hope the weather is good for the rest of the planned 
Flyouts. 
 
Quite a bit of flight safety information this edition, including 
new Listening squawks and a warning from Duxford about 
overflying the Gas Venting Station conveniently situated at 
the end of the downwind leg! 
 
Safe Flying and keep the ball in the middle, 
Bob 
 
 
God and Newton 
Guarantee you will 
Return to Earth, 
How you do so is up 
To you. 
 
 
 



I have received the following from Tom Turner and as we may end up using Duxford 
more in the winter for circuits please take note... 



Might seem like an advert (which I guess it is) but interesting all the same! 





  Wordsearch 
  





 
An Englishman, an Irishman and a Scotsman went to watch the Olympic games.  They 
had no tickets but turned up at the stadium hoping for inspiration on how to effect 
entry. 
The Englishman looked around and spotted a clothes prop holding up a line of washing 
in a garden; this gave him an idea. 
Watched by his two colleagues he took the prop, walked up to the steward on the 
competitors gate and said crisply; ‘’Smith, England, Pole Vault’’.   The Scotsman was 
impressed and , cottoning on quickly, went to a nearby backyard and removed the lid 
from a small dustbin.  He marched up to the steward, recited ‘’McTavish, Scotland, 
Discus’’ and was waved through. 
The Irishman was amazed at the ease with which this trick had worked and ,not to 
be outdone, walked on to an adjacent building site and picked up a roll of barbed 
wire.  Jauntily approaching the steward, he sang out confidently ‘’Murphy, Ireland, 
Fencing’’ 

Heavy Landings and the like…. 
 
A reminder to one and all, that if you think you have made a heavy landing or possibly 
overstressed the aeroplane in any way (exceeding the flap limit speed for instance),  
Do not be afraid to report it.  It is far better for the engineers to check it out ra-
ther than the next poor pilot having issues.  Our own 172 has been overstressed—
probably by a heavy landing and I hear of one at North Weald that cost a lot of 
money to be put right due to a heavy landing. 
Heavy landings are difficult to judge (I have never done one of course!), what is 
heavy to one is normal to another! (Airliners have a ‘G’ meter fitted on the keel so 
the engineers can keep an eye on them) but it is far better to over report than not 
at all. 





The Fun day 
 
The Fun Day on the 2nd July was blessed with superb weather, it was cloudless, hot 
and we all got a bit burnt!   Apart from the pleasure of getting together and having a 
good old chinwag, many members tried their hand at the spot landing competition, 
flour bombing and ballon bursting all while being entertained by Captain Magdrop 
providing the music and ‘’funnies’’. 
John Wighton won the spot landing in G-IPOD with runner up Elasah Mastin in the 
club Cherokee G-BFMG. 
Vic abbott flying his 172 G-BOLY won the flour bombing with a bullseye and he was 
also the only pilot to burst a balloon  
(He and his co-pilot Neil Onions 
Spent hours working out the 
Trajectory of the 1 lb bag of flour 
...it must be 100 feet at 90 knots… well done chaps!) 
Charles Medwin was the runner up in the bombing with a hit on the outer 
ring flying G-BNFR.  Last, but certainly not least Peter ‘Daphne’ Watkinson 
won the aerobatic challenge in the Aer- obat G-ECAD  Well Done one and 
all!! 
Thanks to Nigel and Pete for organising it all and also to the girls of the ‘Millibar’ 
Who worked so hard to keep us hydrated and fed with the hog roast. 
 

Pete Brand checking the 
Jungman prior to enter-
taining us with some very 
smooth aerobatics…. 

Not sure who this is hav-
ing an attempt at the 
spot landing—better luck 
next time! 



Commentator and  
DJ for the after-
noon,  
‘Rapper’Magdrop 
himself….. Still des-
perately trying to 
sell 
Those genuine  
Georgian digital 
clocks…. 

G-HE lining up on 
his bombing run-  
Left, Left steady... 

Philip Webb and 
son trying the old 
sideslip bombing 
approach... 



Mark ‘Skid’ Hadley 
Trying his hand - 
What a waste of 
flour! 

Nigel ‘Wingover’ Willson 
Entertaining us in his Yak 
52… (Mixtures a bit rich 
there Nigel……) 

 And here it is  - right 
way up! 



Meet the Instructor,  number 17 in our how to buy a beer series….. 

Fair Dinkum….Fosters all round! 



CONGRATULATIONS 
PPL    Colin Cane, Lee Quinton, Michael Francis and John Matthews 
 
First Solo’s   Razvan Sosu,  James Johnston,  Melissa Brooks, Dan Wingfield and  
                      Mercedes Arijon. 
 
CRI.   Steve Smart,  Andy Durston, and Frank Hardiman 
 
FI.   Estafania Gonzalez,  Sam Schoneveld,  Mark Palmer , Charles Gillian and  
                     Mark ‘Skid’ Hadley 
 
CPL  Sam Schoneveld 
 
Well Done one and all!! 
 
 

People Changes 
 
Whllst talking about changes in personnel, Apart from Young Sam joining as an in-
structor,  George Browning has retired from the front office after 22 years Man 
and Boy. Come rain or shine George was there every Friday morning manning the ra-
dio and phones and more importantly taking the money!!  We wish him well in his full 
retirement. 
Steve DeHavilland takes Georges place in Ops—he seems to have got the ropes al-
ready! 
Michael Francis, another stalwart at weekends as a Jack of all trades is off to Uni-
versity in October, studying Aeronautics which includes getting a CPL—good luck ma-
te and enjoy! 

 
Dinner and Dance 

 
Yes, its that time of the year when thoughts turn to the Annual D & D—lots of 
sumptuous nosh washed down with copious alcohol followed by some Loin locking 
moves on the dance floor! 
This year it is on Saturday 2nd December at Little Channels and tickets are just go-
ing on sale at £45 each.  Don’t miss out as numbers are limited! 
 

Night Flying 
 
Night Flying will begin again on Tuesday 31st October (Carol will at least be airborne 
as it is Halloween night) and will continue Tuesday and Friday evenings until the 
Spring.  So, if you want to get the rating or just experience flight at night, stick it 
in your diary! 



 

The girls from the ‘Millibar’ resplendent in their new uniforms complete with the 
necessary paraphernalia necessary to keep the senior instructors happy…. 

During the pre-flight the other day on the PA28 GBFMG, I noticed that both the 
screws in the picture were missing, allowing the cowling to rub on the propeller back 
plate (left in the picture)  I thought they might have fallen down the oil cooler inlet 
tube on the right, but the airflow through the cowling had lifted the screws up and 
they were found on top of the cylinders (top right)- must be quite a strong flow 
through there!.  The aircraft had done one flight since a 50 hour check. 



 
 
 
Scary….but won’t be long!! 

 
 
Listening Squawk’s 

Ops issued this notice recently giving details of the change to Stansted Listening 
squawk to 7013 (Luton remains 0013) and the introduction of the Southend Listening 
squawk of 5050.  Several other squawks around the country have changed as well—a 
new card detailing the frequencies can be downloaded—see the CAA Skywise App. 
 


